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A PROGRAM FOR INTEFJ~JAL DEFENSE O:E' THE UNI'rED STATES 

I 

0he course of the war in Europe has raised many neVi and un

pleasant problens for each of' us') Among them is the attention which 

must be given to the so-called "fifth column". This is a problem 

which is of peculiar interest to lawyers, for back of the rather 

lurid phrase are real questions as to the continued validity of the 

lawyers' concepts of a government of linited powers and as to their 

philosophy of the rights of individuals. For the first time the 

United States must meet the competition of a totalitarian economy 

and must resist a well developed strategy of penetration and infil

tration both by ideas and by foreign agents. The so-called "fifth

column" is a cl1allenge to the adequacy of our legal methods, and ...

if it should get out of hand--might greatly affect our legal and 

constitutional liberties. 

I alll here to give you neither false fears nor false assur

ances. I will speak plainly about the probleI!l of the so-called "fifth 

COlunh~". This consists of a small corps of foreign agents, cushioned 

in a much larger group of sympathizers and dupes. Their present ob

jective is not military and they will not descend on us with para

chutes nor will they' ride in on motorcycles. Their immediate ob ject_ 

is to sabotage ~~erican morale, to slow up production, to stir up 
c: 

strife, to cultivate hates and divisions, to destroy confidence in the .... ~ 

governm~, and generally to weaken us, Whether as a military pow~rf a 
~ 

business competitor, or ~a:s~t~h=E~s~o~u=r~c~e~a~n=d~e~x~am=.~p;l=e__Q=-f~mocratice self 

govermi'lent which they fear and hate. 
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I can give you assurance that, as yet, there is no such num

ber of these mischief makero, nor is there such cohesion among them, 


nor have they ~3uch positions of pov·fer or influence that p..merica need 


be panic stricken. Nonetheless, their ]lI'8SenCe and their aims raise ~,
-------~ ~,

J.-. .Vr'·some very real problems. 

There is no more appropriate occasion for plain speaking 

about uncomfortable things than among the la'wyers of New York State, 

whose fellowship in the law I have long enjoyed. But when we deal as 

lawyers in terciS of law making or law enforcement we must abandon use 

of the term "fifth columnu • It is catchy and colorful but very loose. 

It covers a multitude of act1.vities, as currently used, which range 

from the most aggravated treason to a simple disagreement with the 

government's policy. Any satisfactory analysis requires that the 

column be broken into undramatic squads. 

Though their object may consciously or unconsciously be the 

same, the most natural 10gal classification is that which separates " 

them into those who would reach their ends by resort to legal vlrongs, 

or crimes, and those who resort to a use or manipulation of their legal 

rights. In other words, the activities seem best divided into espionage 

and sabotage, on the one hand, and organized propaganda on the other. 

These activities are undertaken by citizens as well as aliens. 

But the special controls which government is permitted to exercise over 

the admission and retention of aliens suggest that they be discussed as 

a separate and preliminary nrobleI!l. 

II 

We must recognize that an alien population affords a screen 
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in which foreign agents may be difficult to tdentify. Indeed, aliens 

who are not vvilfully disloyal are sometimes subject to pressures from 

abroad. A mean technique has been worked out by certain foreign gov

ernments to exercise control over the acts of residents here by threats 

of harru or promises of favors toward thei.r kinsmen who have rerJ.8 ined in 

Europe. :F'amilies reGaining ubread are treated as hostages to assure 

that the emigrant will do the bidding of the old country. Many new 

countries have fallen under the control of the dictator who has nost 

'IV
effectively de7eloped this technique, and new natioalities, which 

.II 

wouJ.d ordinarily be in opposition to hin, are now eubject to his pres

sure. And, vihile the overwhelming majori ty of aliens are loyal and 

grateful for American hospitality, there are among them sone who share 

the racial or nfltional ambitions of their fatherland. All of these 

things 

-, 
make 

l
stricter alien control appropriate and inevitable. 

But. while a stricter control is necessar'y to internal de

fense any form of hateful treatment or repression is not onJ.y unneces- II 
sary, but would tend to make sullen enemtes of those 'who wish to be good I 
Americana:; \fife haY8 over three and a half million resident aliens, mostly 

loyal but sensitive to unfriendliness. We also have as n.aturaliz8d citi

zens a large nurn.bel' from each belligerent country, many of whom dissaprove 
I 
i 

events in the homeland J but Who would not fail to resent discriminations 01'\
harsh treatment. 

As head of the Department of Justice, which is now responsible 

for alien control, I oust act where there is power, and appeal to,public 

olJinion where there is not, against prejudice ,and oppressior.. of those 

Who 
----

have come 

----
to our a,hores in responsE; to the invitatio,n our laws h03ld 

out, unless they individuu.lly are vJrong-doers her::ruwe want to stop 

entrance here, ,\~lholly or in part, th9.t is one thing. 
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But to let them come nnd then sub ject them to mass mistreatI!1;:§:.:'1t is in

decent, it lacks even good sportsmanship and it is a menace to our 

national security. 

Employers have asked us if they should discharge all aliens. 

The answer is certainly E:£~ loyal and faithful ones. The unjust dis

charge of aliens may serve only to make them. susceptible to the urgings 

of "fifth coluIn.ii" organizers. Also., we nrust not create a relief or a 

refugee problem here by denial of a chance to work or by unreasoning 

boycotts or discrimination. 

We have, hotA·.'ever, undertakGn to accomplish a number of spe

cific safeguards to our internal secu.~ity. 

Illegal. entry is' being sharply reduced if not entirely pre

vented by a strengthening ·of the border patrol, along both the Mexican and 

the Canadian borders. This is particularly: necessary", for as Canada 

has- increased the ·-effectiveness· of her regulat.ions the ·:ger30ns ;Subjec"ted 

to these controls tend to- squeeze into the United States. 

Legaladmisaions.have. been' tightened and it may b-e-said that 

the philos-ophy -of granting permission to enter the United States has 

change-dfrom ..one. in which anyone. coulcl.. enter unless he was knovm -to 

be a menace t to ·one. in which. none may enter who is not shown to be 

wit.hout danger to the country. 

Some· sixteen to twenty thousand aliens are visitLn.g in this 

country' OIl. temporary :permits. While some of them have been here their 

homelands have .been conquered.. Some,. if they returned, would face 

death·or imprisonment. Among them, on the other hand, are some who 

were sent here to serve the purposes of foreign governments.. A carefuJ 

*' 

http:coluIn.ii
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study of all these persons and their activities is being made. Their 

cases will be dealt with individually. The first purpose must be to 

protect the interests of the United States, but we intend to exercise 

every care to do no injustice to those who are suffering the mis

fortunes of war. 

Congress has authorized and I have at all times favored a 

registration and identification of. aliens. This is not an anti-alien 

move. The alien who promptly registers and obtains a certificate of 

registration will undoubtedly be relieved of much local embarrassment 

and suspicion. I am convinced that if it is properly presented to the 

aliens, and carried out with a decent regard to their feelings and 

rights, registration will be a welcome protection to those who comply. 

It will be carried out in that spirit. The Department plans an in

tensive educ~t1onal caLlpaign both to reassure the alien and to make 

him alive to his responsibilities under this act. 

Aliens who are illegally here, or who have been guilty of 

illegal conduct while here, may not register voluntarily and it will 

be a matter of some difficulty to locate them. In that effort we \Ifill 

call for considerable cooperation of the public. We will make every 

effort to get aliens to understand their duty to register and plans 

for detection of those who fail are thorough and, I believe, will be 

effective. 

The federal government thus has a wide and comprehensive 

program under way which should assure adequate. control of the aliens 

and adequate protection of their rights. There is no need to supple

ment this program by local laws directed against aliens. A multitude 
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of regulations by different authorities will produce such confusion in 

the minds of those not familiar with our institutions that we will not 

be able to tell whether one fails to register wilfully, or because he 

thiru(s he has already done his duty by complying with some local scheme 

of control. In the first place, state laws and municipal ordinances 

directed at alien registration are probably unconstitutional; the 

Pennsylvania law, for example, has already been declared invalid by 

a lower federal court as invading a federal field. Moreover, the local 

programs, even if constitutional, would nacF3ssarily be 9verlapping and 

uncoordinated ruld their chief effect would be to produce confusion in

administration and resentment in the alien. 

I think that our federal progrmL will ensure that the country 

need have no especial fear of the alien, and that the alien need have 

no fear of re~ression. I shall deal with the problems presented by 

the so-called "fifth column" without further specific attention to the 

alien. 

III 

The most dramatic acti\fities of this ftfifth column" are those 

which are legal wrongs. Our criminal laws and our enforcement machinery 

is quite able to deal with these problems. 

There are, it is true, men in this country whose functions are 

to betray our nation, to spy on the secrets of the government, to sabo

tage industrial and military production, and to act as the secret agents 

of foreign governments. 

These activities are definitely illegal, and they expose the 

offender to risks. They are recognized as morally reprehensible, and 

)
,,; 

! 
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so they are unpopular. Relatively few men have the dishonor or the 

recklessness to engage in such activities. 

Those who do undertake to break our laws against treachery, 

espionage and sabotage can be dealt with by law enforcement methods. 

It is true that'strictions UpOl.1 search, seizure and the interception of 
A 

communJ.cations make criminal detection more di:eficult here than in 

other countries; the raany protections given the defendant by our crimi

nal procedures make conviction less certain after apprehension of the 

criminal. But the illegal "fifth column'· activities can be kept in 

control with vigorous policing and prosecution in the courts. 

However, the Department of Justice is placing emphasis on 

preventive measures as well as upon prosecutions of these illegal 

activities. Preventive measures are less dramatic. In fact the more 

successful they are the less the public knows about them. ·But it 

seems bettEJr to circumvent the plans of evil-doers than to let 

succeed and then dep6nd on the not wholly certain processes of the 

criminal law for a conviction. 

The preventive activities may be described, in the main, 

as counter-espionage. In cases where arrests could be made and prob

ably successful prosecution could be had, it is often more expedient 

to keep a known group under observation than it is to institute pro

secutions. The known agents "act as decoys and. bring those of 

their kind and those who are sympathetic and cooperative with them 

into the range of government observation to an extent 1jvhich would not 

be possible if arrests were made. The absence or infrequency of prose

cutions or of publicity does not mean that our defenses are being 
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neglected. On the contrary great ~ublicity is an injury to such pro

grams. 

Another important branc.h of our activi.ties is active sur

veillance of individuals and groups within the United States who are 

sympathetic with the systems or designs of foreign dictators. This 

surveillance includes Nazi, Fascist, and Communist groups and so

cieties. It does not include, and it will not include, surveillance 

of legitimate business or labor activities or religious movements. 

Among liberal thoug~ there has been considerable opposition 

to the efforts of the Department of Justice to identify these groups 

and to keep track of their doings. I have sympathy with this opposi

tion, and I recognize that this duty of the Department, as is the case 

with most governmental powers, could be distorted so that it would 

produce grave abuses. 

But I do not concede that it is a civil right of a citizen 

that his government should remain in ignorance of foreign born move

m~nts within the country, or that he has a right to conduct political 

activities in the dark. A country which permits open opposition to 

the government has no duty to remain ignorant of underground move

ments. 

All of these groups are under observ~tion and will remain 

under observation. No one will be prosecuted unless there is probable 

cause to believe that he has committee. a violation of the law. The 

information obtained is not available to employers or to private per

sons, but will be used solely in law enforcement and in preparation 

for national defense. 
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In order to prevent sabotage, there has been instituted a 

wide program of plant protection. This hes nothing whatever to do with 

lnbor policies or activities. Plant protection is designed to bring 

to plant managements the latest suggestions and experience in dealing 

with the physical arrangements to meke damage difficult and sabotage 

unlikely. We cannot, of course, prevent all opportunity for sabotage, 

but it will be possible to reduce it to a minimum. 

Finally, if we were faced with an immediate necessity for 

defense or with a breakdoT,Am of law and order, you may be assured that 

through the cooperation which has long been established between the 

JI'ederal Bureau of Investigation, the Army Intelligence and the Navy 

Intelligence Departments, together with ~he Intelligence Services of 

friendly foreign powers, there can be identified and immediately 

apprehended the chief sources of danger in this country. So long as 

we are in no tmrilediate danger and '!re moving under a reign of law, 

they do not need to be apprehended and, indeed, could not lawfully 

be arrested merely because we suspect that in an emergency they might 

be dangerous. Should an emergency arise, we would take no chances. 

America is not helpless in the face of enemies within itself, and in 

a surprisingly short space of time the core of the disloyal elements 

in this country could be rounded up and ~ut where they would not con

stitute a danger. But those radical and oppressive measures are not 

for peace-time, nor are they for any period in which civil law is 

effective. 

Thus, by investigation, prevention and prosectuio~, we have 

the "fifth column" activities which are legal wrongs safely in hand. 

There is no occasion, to combat these crimes, for us to abandon these 

ordinary legal processes or to permit vigilante groups to undertake \\ 

tI, 
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amateur s'p~--hunts •.~ 
IV 

I have indicated how the Department of Justice is dealing 

wi th the problens ai' the al.ien. I have outlined the steps which we 

are taking to guard against legal ;:rrongs such as sabotage and exponage. 

A much n:;.Dre difi'icult question is how to cope v/i th those, ci tizens as 

well as non-citizens, who use their legal rights as a protective cloak 

for carrying on activity hostile to the country, those who, under cover 

of our traditional freedom, attack us with the newest weapon of modern 

warfare -- propaganda. 

The first Article of our Bill of Rights declares that 

nCongress shall make no law * * * abridging the freedom of speech, or 

of the press." This pro.hibition in its full vigour is directed by 

the Fourteenth '&llentt'11ent against state action which would similarly 

infringe this basic freedom of speech. Most of the state constitutions 

contain a similar declaration. Even more important, this freedom has 

become engrained in all of our ways of life. Throughout the fabric

of our history there is woven the pattern of free thought, free speech, 1\.
J 

and a free press. 

In 1791, when the First .Al.nendment was adopted, the issue of 

free speech was tied to the simple question of whether difference of 

opinion should be permitted, whether each man could with impunity 

criticize his government. It was contemplated, of course, that the 

liberty to speRk and to write as one chose carried with it the liberty 

to try to persuade others. But the persuasion~ as it was then tl..'lder

stood, would be llilorganized and aided, only by the appeal of the thought 

or the speaker. 

I 
I 
) 
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We face today a quite different situation. The man who spoke 

to his neighbors from a stump in an open field has given way to the man 

who speaks over a nation-wide net work. The hand press has been driven 

out by the linotype. The teachings of the psychologist and the experience 

of the advertiser now lie ready at hfu~d for the propagandist with money 

to spend. The appeal is spread throughout the nation not by converts 

but by men whose minds are for sale. 

Thus, strictly within the law, the campaign operates with 

use of every trtck of mass psychology through the foreign language press, 

through sponsored radiO programs, often in foreign languages, and through 

speeches, pamphlets, motion pictures, meetings and assemblies. 

All will agree that the freedom of speech and press includes 

as its very core the right freely to criticize and to protest against 

the fOJ~ and organization of our gover~~ent. The question raised by the 

present day is whether that right is qualified by the degree of organi

zation of its use. A free nation must permit dissident opinion and even

propaganda. Dissenting individuals are one thing; a highly organized 

~------------------------------------
machinery for producing dissent is quite another. 

v 

The gravity of the abuses threatened by uncontrolled propaganda 

should not be minimized. We should frankly face the fact that our com

plete freedom of speech and of the press means not only a liberty of 

expression for individual opinion but also aff.ords a liberty for a syste

matic and unscrupulous indoctrination. 

The experience of recent years, brought into sharp and unhappy 

focus ~y the events of the past few months, have caused many to question 

1 
\ 
) 
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the wisdon of an lL.l1qualified application of the principle that freedom 

of speec!1 shou.ld be extended even to the avowed enemies of freedora. I 

do not flinch at the question, but I think we should face it with a 

full realization of its implications. 

On two notable occasions, the federal g:)vernment has under

taken to stamp out critical speech and propaganda. In calmer years we 

have bi-cterly regretted each indulgence. The Alien and Sedition Acts 
------------------------------------------
of 1798 more than any single force served to destroy the ]'ederalist 

Party; the 	red-hunt of 1919, lL.l1der the auspices of the Espionage Act, 

is an unhappy memory. We must be determined that if, in the future, " 

any modification of our traditional rights should be found necessary, 

the change 	should be thoughtfully and deliberately made, with full and 

calm consideration of all its effects. We must not by administrative 

pressure or by lawless mass action excitedly abandon our standards. 

It is I1:)t difficult to understand the feelings of those who 

Say they would gladly suffer the curtailment of some of their own 

liberties for the sake of curbing the harmful activities of others. We 

could wish that tha solution to our problem were as simple as that. 

But I fear thGt nttdmpts to control propaganda by suppressing it would 

necossarily prove to be either inadequate or intolerable in actual 

practice. All'JT partial or selective suppression of opposition will be 

likely to end in total suppression. There are no standards by vvhich 

to know where opposition should be allowed and where it must be pro-

hibited. The "fifth colU!l1..n" adopts a protecttve coloration which makes 

it difficult to identify and distinguish from a legitimate exercise of 
--------------------------------------------------~------

poli- tical rie;hts. Hovv does a campaign to discredit the President and

t 
I 	
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destroy the moral authority of an ad~inistration cease to be the 

customary and current political party opposition and become tTfifth 

column tt activity? Both have the same purpose and use methods. 

do you ---
the same 

How distinguish honest pacifism from a foreign-inspired opposi
--------------------------
tion to adequate national defense? Both -----use the same arguments. How 

~---------------
do you separate a sinister mischief-making mnong labor from a legitimate 

----------
pressing of grievances? Indeed, observers have noted a growing subtlety 

in the propaganda of the dictators; much of it is not a frontal attack 

upon our institutions but instead a reasonably fel:....vent admiration for 

them coupled with suggestions for improvement by new aspirations or by 

changes in emphasis in their operation. 

No civilized government could retain the respect of decent 

men if it were to forbid a criticism of its operations. There has never 

been a formula worked out for semi-freedom. Attempts at partial sup

pression will prove inef.fective and will lead to further suppression. 
,----------------------------------------------------------------------
The forces of organized propaganda will not be thwarted by partial 
~--------------------------------------------------------------------
suppression, and total to drive them underground. 

A glance at the experience of the dictatorship should show us that the 

attempt to stifle opposition through suppression necessarily ends with 

the terrorism of the Gestapo al'ld the OGPU. 

Thi~ is not defeatism. Let us not despair because we cannot 

safely utilize the techniques of the dictators. Let us take account of 

our own methods and our own resources. 

Our nation was founded und has before weathered severe storms 

of foreign pressures on the assumption that the good sense of the people 

is the only proper guaranty against hostile doctrines. The American way 

of dealing with fore ign ideology is to fi&1.tit wi th healthy robust-



-------American thou[",ht. Let us defend ourselves with the genius for which our 

culture is distinguished. Let us wield the in the use of which 
------------~----------.----~ 

our heritagE; has trained us. We  have a permeating and a vigorous press 
::;; 

w-hich should be, and in the main is, alert to seize and demolis~e

hostile wherever it is raised. We have nation-wide radio net

works which we can and must use to answer the foreign propagandist fully 

ruld eff8ctively. We have a motion picture industry which, I am sure, 

stands r&ady to aid in the fight on anti-democratic doctrines. We have 

a vigor.Jus oa~{~, vvhose members, trained by rofession for the task, can 

exercise a powerful influence in every community in the country. If we 

utiliZe these c~nneJs to their fuJl extent, wisely and thoughtfully, 

the enemies of our freedom will be hard pressed indeed. 

In accomplishing this task no single force is more important 

than the support and approval of the legal profession. The steady 

holding of freedom's course does not have a dramatic appeal to heated 

emotions. It can only be maintained so long as the great body of thought

ful people support it and the American people will in the end get only 
"7' 

as much liberty as members of the bar will fight for. 

(LaWyerS better than any other group know thEJ.t an arbitrary 

power invented to serve a cause 1~requGntly ends by being turned against 

its creator0~itz Thyssen is wandering in exile and his great properties 

confiscated under a law he favored because he thought it would be used 

only against communists. The propertied classes of the United States 

should not forget ttJ.e lesson which his experience affords~ 

-14
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VI 

So far, I have been discussing the acts of government. But 

we move upon a wholly unrealistic plane if we fear only the goverrJUent 

as a threat to our freedom. Considerably more dangerous, because wholly 

freed of the controls developed to curb official action, are the activi

ties of private groups. Their repression of free speech and free thought/'I 

has often been, in this country, far more ruthless and vicious than any I 
which would be contemplated by any decent government. 

For example, in the past weeks there have been over sixty 

mob actions in about thirty different states against an obscure religious 

sect known as Jehovah's Witnesses. It is reported that in Germany the 

sect, known to be in disfavor, is mostly in concentration camps, so it 

can hardly be a part of German organization here. It may well be that 

injudicious conduct or abu'se of the right of free speech has provoked 

these attacks, but I have a real fear lest many other forms of group 

~rb idity beCOme-eqUallY connno~ t~rrrust combat _by. all means within 

our power the notion that persons with foreign names or accents, or 

otherwise failing to conform to our smug conventions, are to be scorned, 

boycotted or beaten~ ~e det<lction of real danger is not the work for 

hot-headed amateurs, and the dealing with really dangerous elements 

is not for exhibitionists. 

It is important that A'nerican people do not permit an 

attitude of suspicion of their neighbors, and charge with disloyalty 

every person with whon they have individual diqagreements. Not every 

person who sticks his neck out in curiosity is a spy_ Not every 
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person viho believes that there· is need for improvement in our govern

ment or a need for change in its laws is an under-cover agent of foreign 

governments. Alld not every bad job done in an industrial plant is the 

result of sabotage; we have put on new workers and increased their 

speeds and a good deal of bad work is certain to result. The greatest 

reliance of the law enforcing authorities is upon sound and calm and 

dispassionate attitudes on the of the American and its 

----press. I!JF3 must not yield to any tendency to become frightened and to 

make enemies among ourselves. 

On the other hand dissenting g~oups or nonconforming indi

viduals will help to maintain the law that gives them such freedom if 

they will use a common sense recognition that events have unsettled 

public opinion and that it is a peri~d of uncommon excitement and 

sensitivity. Persons who go about flaunting their rights to be provoc

ative or disagroeable or intemperate in speech are among the chief 

enemies of the liberty we are trying to preserve. 

Let us avoid some of the mistakes which give aid and assist

ance to 

I
any "fifth column";

First, we must permit no tampering with our civil right~
for the first break in that bulwark will provide the 

for those who seek the breakdown of our democratic system; 

Second, WI:; must prevent lawlessness and mob violence for 

by destroying law and order we create the confusion in which the 

flfifth columIl It thrives· 
------------------~ 

Third, we must not alienate the a~ien who wants to b~ loyal!~ 

for -- by so doing we drive him into the camp of the "fifth column." 
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Fourth, I. have not dvv-el t upon the nBcessi ty of a social and 

economic policy in the nation which will not leave millions of people 

hopelessly outside of its benefits and comforts. That is not my 

theme tonight. But to keep the record straight I must say that I 

would regard a reactionary national policy as the greatest aiel and 

comfort a "fifth column" could hope for. 

Our nntive good sense is our surest guard against foreign 

agents and foreign propaganda, end good sense dO f3S not flourish in an 

atmosphere of :nutual suspicion emong ourselves. Our liberties stand 

in more danger from our olNn excitement than from our. enemies. America 
~~----------~----------------------------------------------------'-----------
has grown great through the freedom of its citizens. Let us never 

., ......._--
forget that our liberties, and the liberties of those with whom we 

'C'""" 

disagree, are themselves the surest protoction against the doctrines 

and the agents of the dictators. 

----------------------------------




